2017 South Carolina GWRRA
Hot Potato
Chapters are encouraged to get rid of the Hot Potato as quickly as possible. The
Hot Potato may be delivered only to one of the host chapter(s) at any chapter(s)
organized event within the district. It is intended to encourage visitation and
participation with other chapters within the District of South Carolina. The Log
Sheet to verify the mileage MUST be completed by the delivering chapter and
presented with the Potato. Mileage will be the number of riders & co-riders times
the number of miles from the delivering Chapter’s meeting place to the Chapter
event location you are delivering the Potato to. The delivering Chapter Director
must notify the District Director by e-mail SCDDBuddy@gmail.com and the
District Webmaster: jworley@charter.net within 24 hours of delivery, when the
Potato has changed chapters. Failure to do so within the 24 hours will result in a
forfeit of points. The information to be emailed should include: The date,
receiving chapter event, receiving chapter, delivering chapter, number of riders,
and number of miles. We encourage as many chapter participants as possible to
participate in delivering the Potato but there is no minimum number required. It
cannot be delivered to either of the last two chapters that had it. For clarification,
when your chapter has the Hot Potato, you may not return it to the chapter that
delivered it to you, or give it to the chapter that delivered it to them. A drawing
will be held at the next yearly SC District Chapter Conference from all the
Chapters that received the Potato during the year (one entry for each
possession). The winning Chapter will have permanent custody of the Potato and
receive $100.00. If a chapter delivers it within 7 days they will receive an extra
ticket for the $100 drawing. If a chapter does not get rid of the potato in 21 days
they will not receive a ticket for the drawing for this go round. The Chapter that
travels the most total miles for the year will receive $50.00. If the Spud has not
moved in 21 days after a Chapter receives it, it will become fair game for any
Chapter to pick it up. This can be done by as few as one Chapter participant at
any Chapter function. Mileage to pick up and deliver both count. The Chapter
that picks it up will get an extra entry in the drawing at the SC District Meeting. In
case more than one chapter shows up to pick it up it will be the number of riders,
times the mileage driven. Highest number takes it. If the Hot Potato is given away
at a Chapter Event where multiple chapters have scheduled in advance to attend,

the potato can be given to multiple chapters during that event. A chapter can
only receive the potato once during a 24 hour period. If the event is a multiple
day event a chapter can only receive it once during that event.

